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Whale Done Pop-Up! 

                   
Stamps: Whale Done Ink: Pretty Peacock, Calypso Coral Cardstock: Pretty Peacock, Pool Party, 
Whisper White, Whale of a Time 6” x 6” Designer, Window Sheets Accessories: Stampin’ Seal,  
Take Your Pick, Glue Dots, Liquid Glue, Sunflower Dies, Paper Snips, Whale Builder Punch, Whale 
of a Time Sequins, Seabed 3D Embossing Folder, Sponge Dauber, 2” and 2 ¼” Circle Punches 
Measurements:  
Pretty Peacock card base: 4 ¼” x 11”, scored and folded at 5 ½”   accent strip: ½” x 4 ¼”  to 
punch with 2 ¼” Circle Punch and to punch large whale: 3” x 5” 
Pool Party front layer: 3 ½” x 4 ¼”, inside layer: 3 3/8” x 5” 
Whisper White to punch focal image: 3” x 3”, inside layer and pop-up: 3 3/8” x 9 ½”, scored at 1”, 
2 ¾”, and 4 ½” 
Window Sheet: ½” x 3” 
Stamping directions: 
Emboss both Pool Party layers with Seabed 3D embossing folder. Sponge Pretty Peacock ink over 
raised  images of both layers. Adhere front layer with liquid glue. Adhere Pretty Peacock accent strip 
across center with liquid glue. 
Stamp greeting with Pretty Peacock ink on white. Punch with 2” circle. Stamp fishies with Calypso 
Coral ink. Adhere to 2 ¼” circle punched from Pretty Peacock. Adhere over accent strip with 
dimensionals. Add tiny whale hand-cut from Whale of a Time designer paper with a glue dot. Adhere 
sequins with liquid glue, placing them with the putty end of the Take Your Pick tool. 
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Fold white inside layer along scored lines, making valley and mountain folds. Punch the center fold 
line with 2” Circle Punch, putting the fold line in the middle of the circle. Stamp the greeting on the 
longer section of the layer with Pretty Peacock ink. Stamp the fishies with Calypso Coral ink. 

    
Adhere the window sheet strip across the middle of the folded circle with liquid glue. Adhere the sides 
of the circle together to create a half circle. Adhere inside the card. Adhere the Pool Party inside layer 
over the 1” end of the white layer. 

 
Cut around the largest whale in the designer paper, leaving the surrounding whales intact. Use a strip 
of a Post-it-Note to hold the whale as you punch it with the Whale Builder Punch. Hand-cut the other 
two sizes of whales using Paper Snips. Adhere the large whale to the window sheet strip with glue 
dots. Adhere the smaller whales with glue dots too. Punch the “water” coming out of the whale spout 
from vellum using the Whale Builder Punch. Adhere behind the whale spout with a glue dot.. 

   



 

 

Punch another whale from pretty Peacock ink to cover the back side of the whale, adhering with liquid 
glue. 

 
Emboss the envelope flap with the Seabed 3D embossing folder. Sponge with Pretty Peacock ink. 
Stamp front of envelope as desired to match card. 

 


